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Netting Warehouses
Hillsdale, KS
Tulsa, OK
Holly Springs, MS
Ocala, FL
Evergreen, AL
Baltimore, MD

Stocked and ready for shipment today!

Wood Stakes
Used for installation of FieldNet.  These two types 
of wood stakes are ideal to hold FieldNet securely 
to the ground.

Field Net
Steel cores eliminate bent rolls.  Longer 
rolls mean less changing time and the 
improved performance that make it the 
easiest and fastest net to install.  Our 17.25’ 
wide FieldNet covers 9.9 acres while our 
19.2’ wide FieldNet covers 11.02 acres. 

Big Roll Net
Delivers improved strength, flush edges and 
longer heavy-duty lengths-important keys to 
profitable big roll production.

Big Roll Width 23” , 29”, 40”, 46”
Standard Net all 12,000’ in length
Heavy Duty Net all 8,500’ in length
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Rubber Conveyor Belt
This long lasting belt has 
many benefits to your 
harvesters.  Call for details.

Bearing
This two bolt 1” flange bear-
ing is used on most drive and 
idler shafts.  

Conveyor Mat
Galvanized 1”x1” metal conveyor 
belting.  Comes in widths from 
16” to 48” cut to your length. 

Tapped Base Bearing
1” tapped to base bearing used 
to support the drive and idler 
conveyor shafts. 

Conveyor Sprocket
4” cast steel sprocket used to 
drive the Conveyor Mat.

Hydraulic Pump
Industrial hydraulic pumps 
from 24 GPM to 35 GPM in 
both aluminum and steel.

Hydraulic Increaser
This 3 to 1 increaser couples to 
the hydraulic pump.  It has a 
540 female PTO spline and fits 
most tractors.

Undercarriage
Heavy duty steel 
undercarriage used to 
support both cutter 
heads and allow full 
flotation.

Sod Staple
6” x 2” x 6” staple used to 
secure flap on big rolls and 
secure turf to the ground. 

Tube
Heavy duty 6” poly tube.  
This tube will outlast 
them all.  From 21” to 48” 
wide.  
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Connecting Rod
Offered in both regular 
and heavy duty.  Fits most 
harvesters.

Electric Actuator
Universal electric actuator 
used for depth adjust-
ment on the go.

Timing Belt
Industrial timing belt used on the 
cutter heads to reduce vibration.  

Hydraulic Motor
Industrial hydraulic motors for 
cutter heads and most conveyors.

Wear Strip
Plastic wear strip used 
under the rubber and metal 
conveyor mat.  

Pedestal Assembly
Ground roller pedestal 
assembly shipped ready to bolt on and used. 

Conveyor Roller
2“ conveyor roller with spring 
loaded hex shaft.  Rubber coated 
for longer life.  

Cutter Arm
This universal arm fits on most 
sod harvesters. 

Counter
The Mag II counter speeds up production by 
alerting the driver while cutting turf at the same 
time.  Has five preset cut lengths.  
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Scraper Blade
Durable and long lasting scrap-
er cleans the ground rollers.  

Serrated Chop Blade
This sharp chop blade 
penetrates the ground in 
severe conditions.

Straight Chop Blade
Used in most conditions this 
popular blade makes a clean, 
sharp cut.

Cutter Blade
Used on all dual head 
Magnums  Fits all sizes 
and is proven in all 
conditions.

Cutter Blade
Longer, wider 
fingers  and the black color are this blades fea-
tures to represent use for Trebro and SR series 
Magnum harvesters.

Blade Holder
Three piece solid cutter blade 
holder.  Used for all 30”, 42” and 
48” solid cutter heads.

Bottom Blade
Bolts to blade holder 
and can be removed to sharpen.  Fits solid cut-
ter heads.

Side Blade and Holder
Used with blade holder on 
solid cutter heads.  Side blade 
detaches for quick and easy 
changing.

One Piece Solid Blade
This is used on all solid heads.  For faster 
oscillation and lighter weight.  

Cutter Blade
All cutter blades 
for Brouwers and 
other conventional harvester.  
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3 Point Lay Attachment
Universal attachment for most 
tractors to install big roll turf.

Forklift Lay Attachment
Universal attachment for all 
forklifts to install big roll turf.  

Hydraulic Lay Attachment
Used with skid steer loaders and the 136 
A installer.  Hydraulic side shift and cones 
make installation a snap.  

Sod Rake 
Heavy duty steel sod rake.  This rake will 
outlast them all.  Designed to move big 
rolls into place. 



Soft Soil Kit
Dual 10” ground rollers.  Standard Magnums 
have a single 6” ground roller.  Variable hydraulic 
ground pressure on front ground roller. 

ACCESSORIES
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Tandem Pump Kit
This kit offered to increase harvesting 
speed and performance.  Fits all 
Magnum harvesters.  

Tube Cage
Large side filling 
cage for Magnum 
SR and SRA models.

Canopy
Industrial fiberglass 
canopy used to keep 
operators comfortable.  
Fits all Magnum 
harvesters.

Tipper
Carries and discharges big rolls to either side 
of the harvester.  This eliminates a forklift and 
increases efficiency.  Fits all Magnum harvesters.  

Quick Hitch Assembly
Allows for quick and easy cutter 
blade changing.  Arms and blades 
available and ready to ship.

Belt Clips
Replacement metal belt clips 
easily crimped to repair old 
rubber belting.  

Belt Clip Crimper
Heavy duty belt clip crimper 
for repair and replacement.
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Since we’re in the turf business ourselves, we know that 
when you need a part, you NEED a part! So, we ship the 
same day, no matter what.

Every Magnum part, from a 3/8” bolt to a complete 
assembly, is in stock, ready to be shipped to you. And 
each and every replacement part is of the same high 
quality that makes Magnum machines legendary in our 
business. 

Best of all, the talented team from Bucyrus Equipment 
Company – with more than eighty years of turf 
experience – is ready to give you the support, 
service and delivery you need to make it all net out 
profitably for you.
  
Call Bucyrus Equipment – makers of the Magnum line 
of turf harvesters – for all your netting needs. Immedi-
ate shipment from multiple warehouses is available year 
‘round.

Black and Tan Hat
All cloth hat.  Also 
available with mesh 
sides.

Rugged Brown Hat
All cloth hat.  This hat 
has a unique worn 
look.  Also available 
in tan.

Camo Visor
Visor with orange 
logo.  Perfect for 
golfing.

Pink Visor
Perfect for all of the 
ladies.  

Black Polo Shirt
This stain repellent 
shirt is perfect for 
all of the elements.  
Available in ladies.

Mens Royal Blue 
Polo Shirt
Unique Scotchguard 
material makes this 
shirt cool and dry.

Ladies Royal Blue 
Polo Shirt
Unique Scotchguard 
material makes this 
shirt cool and dry.

209 Main, PO Box 156
Hillsdale, KS 66036


